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Campolindo defeated Moreau Catholic Aug. 27,
winning the opener 28-17. Photo Jeff Heyman
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After undefeated openers, hope springs eternal for
Lamorinda football
By Jon Kingdon

Coming off a season where all three Lamorinda football
teams made the playoffs, highlighted by Campolindo's
NCS championship, there's nothing but optimism
pervading the high schools as they began their seasons
this past Friday.

Miramonte

With a solid group of returners from last year's squad
and a number of talented players from last year's JV
squad, head coach Jack Schram sees things looking up
for the Matadors: "We've got a really good returning
senior class," Schram said. "They've gelled and played
through seasons when we only had about 20 players and
they've supplied great leadership. Along with a good
junior class, the team has done a good job of coming
together."

The offense will be leaning heavily on Luke Duncan, a
UCLA commit, who had a quarterback rating of 98.2 last year with 30 touchdowns and only 12 interceptions.

"Luke did a lot of preparation in the off season, in the weight room, going to seven-on-seven tournaments
and camps and visiting a number of colleges as well," Scharf said. "We also hired Ross Bowers, a former Cal
Bear as our quarterback coach and he's been doing a fantastic job."

Bowers has a high regard for Duncan's athletic ability and the intangibles he brings to the game. "Luke has
a special arm and with his size reminds me of Jared Goff," Bowers said. "He can make any throw and I've
watched his growth and maturation in becoming the team leader."

Backing up Duncan is John Williams who can also play safety and Myles Bastani who came up from the JV
team and has shown the ability to step in if called upon.

The backfield is led by Thomas Wilson (68/429/6.3), Gabe Roman (19/66/3.5) and Bennett Destino
(7/72/10.3). "Wilson led the team in running and Roman came up from the JV last year and Destino is
coming back off an injury," Schram said. "We are very confident in running the ball and they give us great
flexibility."

Schram calls his receiving corps "awesome." Jimmy Foster (30/387) was second on the team in receptions
and Cooper Bohlig (28/421) was third. Ethan Conley and J.D. Pearce are both coming back off injuries and
have been showing well.

There is a lot of size and experience on the offensive line. Jackson Davenport and John Kelly are returning
two-way starters and 6'8" Luke Davis (6'8" 350) has been alternating at guard and center with Nick Blair.
Nick Bonar should be the starter at right tackle and Thomas Zwalen, and Andrew Davenport should all see
time on the line as well.

With so much depth on the offensive line, Schram feels he has the ability to use some of that size on the
defensive line as well. He is particularly excited at the rush skills of wide receiver Nic Webber and Will Scott.
"Nic and Will have proven to be very difficult to block and have the potential to destroy teams, Schram said.
"They've both given great looks to our tackles in practice."

With the graduation of Sam Ross who is now playing at the University of California, the defense is led by
middle linebacker Grant Scanlan who will also be used at tight end when needed. Schram is counting on an
upcoming junior from the JV team to supplement Scanlan. "We have a solid group of players in Finn
McManus, Nate Howe and Gabe Roman," Schram said. "Our JV staff did a fantastic job the last couple of
years in building up a continuity and teaching fundamentals, so we have a really solid nucleus on defense."

Chase Bliss and Ethan Conley will be starting at the corners and there is great depth at safety with Matthew
Hawkins, J.D. Pearce, Foster and Bohlig.

Even with the larger roster, Schram shares a concern that all coaches have. "We've got to stay healthy,"
Schram said. "We have to take care of business in our non-league because our league is so tough. We
understand that going in and we're just going to have to deal with it." 
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The Matadors defeated Berkeley 48-20 in their opening game.

Acalanes

Unlike Miramonte and Campolindo, Acalanes is going into the season with a pair of quarterbacks that have
no varsity experience, Jake Boselli, and Sully Bailey. "These two kids are very talented," head coach Floyd
Burnsed said. "They're quick learners and they're going to play at a high level."

Ellis Burger averaged 12.6 yards/carry and scored five touchdowns and is now expected to carry the load
this year. "That's what seniors are supposed to do - step it up and be the man," Burnsed said. "Ellis is
bigger at 190 and he's got great speed. Jack Miller is new to the varsity and has shown he knows how to
read blocks and is able to make really good cuts."

There is speed to burn at the wide receiver position. Trevor Rogers averaged 19.7 yards/reception with five
TD's and Ethan Torres scored four touchdowns while averaging 13.1 yards/reception. Burnsed is expecting a
lot out of Paul Kuhner a 10.5/100-meter sprinter. "Paul only played four games on the varsity and is a real
threat on kickoff returns scoring two touchdowns."

Tyler Murphy is starting at left guard. "He's up to 275 pounds now," Burnsed said. "He a very good athlete
that can pull and trip." 

After that, the line is still a work in progress. "Victor Nicolacakis can play center and guard and we're still
evaluating Marcus Julian who was our right guard last season," Burnsed said. "We have good players and it's
just finding the best combination."

Juniors Brady Morrow and Lucas Rocha are the starting defensive tackles and Nathan Bennett, and Justin
Zegarowski are the outside rushers. "Justin only weighs about 190 but he is really quick and will be handful
for tackles," Burnsed said.

At linebacker, Jack Giorgianni is a returning starter at inside linebacker alongside Tyler Worthington who had
eight tackles for loss last season. Nathan Bennett, George Churchill, Miller Smith, and Nathan Kim all saw
some playing time last season and are looking to fill the other starting position.

The strength of the defensive backfield looks to be inside with their safeties. "We moved Kyle Bielawski (6'3"
195) from linebacker to safety and he has track speed alongside Coco Gannon who will play the other safety
so we're really good inside," Burnsed said. "Torres and Rogers may also play some corner as well because
they're such good athletes." Juniors Gavin Bender and Marshall Anderson should also see some playing time
on the outside.

With all of the time and effort that has been invested, Burnsed is approaching the season with great
confidence: "I'm very optimistic about our football team this year. I think we're good in every area." 

The Dons defeated San Marin 21-14 in their opener.

Campolindo

Last season after graduating 29 seniors and having only two returning starters, Campolindo head coach
Kevin Macy spoke of it being a rebuilding season that ended up with an NCS championship and making it to
the state semifinals. This year, the team has only lost 20 seniors and is returning four starters, so Macy has
not really changed his tone. "Last year was supposed to be a rebuild year and the funny thing is that we still
don't know how we had the success we had so that's put a target on us even though we still have some
rebuilding to do."

Dashiell Weaver stepped in as the starting quarterback having had no varsity experience and led the team
to a 10-4 record and is looking to build on that team's success. "I believe that there has been a carryover of
energy and motivation from last year, seeing what we could do after such a terrible start to the season and
ending so well and we've taken that to heart," Weaver said. "We do have a lot of young players and we
have a lot of things to smooth out but I'm super excited for what we have this season."

Weaver hasn't rested on his laurels. "I've gotten stronger and a little taller," Weaver said. "The number one
thing is trust. The coaching staff trusts me more and I trust them and my teammates."

If there is one thing that Weaver can really count on, it's that wide receiver Robbie Mascheroni is going to
be his prime target as he was last season when he caught 70 passes and 14 TDs, 36 more than the second
leading receiver for Campolindo. 

A number of colleges have been in contact with the 6'4" Mascheroni and this will continue until he makes his
ultimate decision. He can also count on being double teamed a lot. "Some of our other receivers will have to
surface," said Macy. "It may be Brendan Comerford (31/162/1 TD), Sean Spillane (3/83, 1 TD) and juniors
Scott Lyon and Timmy Daugherty who have good speed, but the bottom line is we're going to need to have
other receivers to count on."

The offensive line is going to have five new starters, all juniors and will be key in their ability to protect
Weaver in the pocket. As they are lining up right now, it's RT Shane Harris, RG Bryce McLaverty, C Nick
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Walker, LG Max O'Balle and LT Frank Anderson.

O'Balle will also be seeing a lot of time on the defensive line but the rest of the line is still in flux with
Hudson Orman, Shane Harris, Nicholas Lopez, and Anderson all competing for starting positions.

Robby Horst, returning as the starting middle linebacker and will also be called on at times to play fullback,
is taking on the role of leader on defense. "It's a big responsibility trying to keep everyone in check," Horst
said. "We're a tight team and we act like brothers so I'm able to keep everyone focused and practicing well.
I'm very confident going into the season even with a whole new defensive line."

One reason it's a whole new defensive line is because Charlie Murrin is moving over from defensive end to
outside linebacker. Murrin is not overlooking that this is for the most part a new team from last year. "Last
year was magical but we can't take too much from that in that we only have four returning starters," Murrin
said. 

Moving to linebacker is a challenge that Murrin welcomes. "It's a lot different from defensive end but I like it
more because I have a lot more freedom now that I'm involved in the run and pass. It was a bit of a
struggle at times, but I've gotten a lot of help from Robby Horst, and I've learned how to handle it."

The defensive backfield will be starting Timmy Daugherty and Lucas Concepcion at the corners with Jake
Spencer at free safety and James Giordani at strong safety. Mascheroni may also be used at the safety
position if the need arises. 

The Cougars defeated Moreau Catholic in their opener 28-17.

Reach the reporter at: sportsdesk@lamorindaweekly.com
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